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Abstrøct. In this paper we discuss an object-oriented approach to modelling of
chemical processes with conürol systems. The basic elements in object-orienüed mod-
elling methodology are modularization, model encapsulation, hierarchical submodel
decomposition, model parameterization and inheritance. Models have an internal
structure of model components, like terminals, pa^rameters and behaviour descrip
tions. The model behavior ca¡ be described with equations or as a connected struc-
ture of submodels. Models and model components are represented as objects in single
inheritance object class hierarchies. Chemical processes and control systems 

"u,r, 
b"

described with the same basic concepts. The object-oriented model representation
is implemented in a prototype called System Engineering Environment, SEE. The
SEE architecture allows diflerent tools to operate on the models. Tasks that are
facilitated in object-oriented modelling are model reuse and model development.

Keguotd's: computer simulation; computer-aided design; modeling; process con-
trol; process models.

1 Introduction
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In this paper we are going to discuss an object-
oriented approach to modelling of chemical pro
cesses with control systems. Benefits of this ap
proach are facilitated model development and
model reuse. It is also possible to adapt and refine
models to capture new conditions and demands.

Model structuring concepts a¡e the key to
create a modelling environment with these bene-
fits. The models have a given internal structure of
model components. An object-oriented approach
to modelling represents both models and model
components as objects. Modularization, decom-
position, parameterization and inheritance are
the basic elements in this object-oriented mod-
elling methodology.

.4. new environment for system engineering
(SEE) has been designed with these model struc-
turing concepts. The basic design is composed of
a model database, model/user interface a¡rd tools
that operate on models. One tool, that is imple-
mented in a prototype, is a simulator for differ-

ential a¡rd algebraic equations. This architecture
allows an object-oriented approach to model de-
velopment and an equation-oriented approach to
the problem solving. SEE is presented in Matts-
gon and Andersson (1989), Andersson (1g8ga)
and in Nilsson et al (1989).

This paper is organized as follows: An exam-
ple of a process model is discussed in Section 2.
Object-oriented modelling and model structur-
ing concepts are introduced in Section 3. Mod-
elling of conürolled chemical process is discuseed
in Section 4 and in Section 5 are some conclu-
sione.

2. The Tank Reactor Example

The main ideas are illustrated on a minor chem-
ical process part, namely an exoühermic conüinu-
ous stirred tank reactor. The reactor is assumed
to be homogeneous in concentration and temper-
ature. A chemical react,ion is assumed to occur,
A ---+ B, and it produces heat. The reactor vessel
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can now be modelled with a dynamic mass bal-
ance, dynamic component mass balances and an
energy bala¡ce. The feed to the reactor is con-
trolled by a valve. The outflow of the reactor is
set by the surrounding system. Heat is removed
by a coolingjacket. The coolingjacket can be ag-
sumed to be homogeneous and modelled by a dy-
namic energy balance. The cooling medium flow
is also controlled by a valve.

The mathematical model of the reactor syr
tem then becomes a set of nonlinear differential
equations:

dv
C*=PQ;o-PLo*

d.(vc)
Ë: ginci¡- Qæ¿c*V¡

pcr# : pcpq;nTin - ñpSoutT - e

or"o,W = P¡cpre¡T¡;- - P¡cp¡e¡Ti + e

, _tr
'L= -rz- -kse-E""q ; Q = rcA(f -T¡)

The concentration, c, and reaction velocit¡ r,
are column vectors with the length of two, to
describe the components á a¡rd B.

The out flow of the tank is described by a
gtatic momentum bala¡rce, which means that the
flow is a function of the heighi in the tank and
the pressure drop over the tank:

pch+ptønk=ry*pouttc¿

The pressure drop over the valves can be mod-
elled by a static momentum balance too. The
pressure drop is a function of the flow and the
valve position:

.KuaP=ñc'*lq;'l ; 1)u)o
The tank reactor model described above is
equation-oriented. Model representations, like
this, do not have any structure. The model is
hard to reuse in new applications. It is not easy
to change the model and it is hard to read and
understand the model for a unexperienced user.

Figure 1. Thc continuou¡ etincd tank rcac-
tor.

3. Object-Oriented Modelling

In object-oriented modelling models are repre-
sented as objects. Object-oriented modelling is
based on the methodology from object-oriented
programming. Ä, good introduction to object-
oriented progamming is given in Stefik and Bo.
brow (1984).

An object-oriented model representation has
beeu design in the SEE-prototype (Àndersson,
1989a). A textual language for the model repre-
sentaüion is called Omola, Object-oriented Mod-
elling Language (Andersson, 1989b).

In this section we are first discussing some
model structuring concepts a¡d then the inåe¡i-
tance concept.

Internal Model Structure

.4, model object has an internal et¡ucture of
model component objects. The internal structure
of a model is composed of three major component
types:

l. Terminal ie a model component which can
be used to describe interaction with a cou-
nected model.

2. Paramete¡ is a model component that, allows
the user to interact wiüh ihe model, in order
to adapt its behaviour to new applications.

3. Behaviour description or realization is a
description of the model behaviour. The
behaviour can be primitive, expressing the
behaviour symbolically with equations, or
it can be composite and described by a
st¡ucture of connected submodels. Models
can have multiple realizations.

Model structuring concepts a¡e disussed in more
detail by Mattsson (1988). Model structures are
also discussed in Åström and Kreutzer (1986)
and in Åsiröm and Mattsson (1g8?).

An object-oriented model representation of
the reactor vessel can be seen in Figure 2.
It is composed of terminals, parameters and
primitive behaviour description. There are five
terminals and seven parameters. The behaviour
is described by dynamic mass, component and
energy balances, which are the same as the first
three differential equations in Section 2, one
static momentum balance.
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Flgure 2. Thc intcrnal rtructurc of thc rcac-
tor vcs¡d model.

Submodel Interaction

In Figure 3 the structure ofthe reactor system is
shown and it is described a8 a. composite model
object. The different parts are modularized into
submodel objects. The connections between sub-
models represents submodel interactions. The in-
teraction beùween üwo submodels is given by the
terminal descriptions. If a connection is drawn
between two terminals then the system make a
consistency check. The two terminals on each
side of the connection must have the same in-
ternal structure.

Terminals with internal structures, that de-
scribe a pipe connection, are the Liquidln and
LiquidOut in Figure 2. Connections can have
natural interpret,ations, like the one between
the tank reactor model, TankReactor, and the
Valve1 model object. In a mathematical model
this connection represents a set of relations be-
üween va¡iables. This means that flow (q), pres-
sure (p), temperature (") and concentrat,ion (c)
in TankReactor and in Valvel are Bet equal or
summed to zero. This kind of submodel interac-
tion is well documented by Mattsson (1989). Ter-
minals are defined as objects. This means that an
procesr¡ pipe terminal class can be a super-class
of evcry procesa pipe terminal object in the pro-
cess model. Terminal descriptions are therefore
easy and natural to reuse.

Figure 3. A block diagram ahowing thc com-
positc modcl of thc tank rcactor syetcm.

Hierarchical Submodel Decompoeition

The tank reactor model can be decomposed
into three submodels, namely one reactor ves-
sel model (ReactorVessel), one cooling jacket
model (Jacket) and one heat transfer model
(ET-rnodel). The reactor vessel model is a prim-
iüive model and is seen in Figure 2. This means
th¿ù the tank reactor model is a composite
model, with three submodels, and we get a hier-
archy of models. This is a hierarchical submodel
description and it is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Thc hicr¡rdrical ¡ubmodcl dcco¡n-
position in thc ta¡¡k rcactor examplc.

This decomposition makes it possible to
¡euse submodels that is not directly interpretated
as physical components. A heat transfer model
object is an example of this. It is possible to
change the heat transfer model without chang-
ing surrounding submodels or the super-model
structure.

Inheritance

Models are represented as objects, which are
subclasses of predefined super-classes. A, sub
class inherits propertieg from its super-class.
The model representation has single inheritance,
which means that a subclass only has one super-
class. The properties that are inherited are the
object attributes, which are definitions of compe
nents. Model object inherits model component
definitions. .4. system defined super-class Mod.el
is the root of the model class hierarchy tree and
a specialization means that attributes defining
model components are added to the subcla"ss.

An example of how to use the inheritance
concept is shown in Figure 5. The class Valve
is a subclass of the system defined super-class
Modet. It is specialized by getting two attributes
that define two model components. These model
components are two terminals describing the
inflow and the outflow ofthe valve object. Valve
ie a super-class to ControLValve, which have
two additional attributes describing the control
signal terminal and a parameter. The two valves
used in the reactor system are specializations of
ControlValve. They contain specializations of
the parameter attribute Area.

3
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Figure 5. A pa,rt of modcl cla¡¡ hierarclry
trcc deecribing thc rclation bctwósr sornc va,lvc
modcl¡.

Pararneterization

Pararneterization of models and model compe
nents are important in our att,empt to reuse ob-
jects. Design variablee are defined as parameters,
which can be changed by the user. .A.rea and den-
sity are exarnples in the reaßtor vessel model in
Figure 2. Structure parameteúzation of the re-
actor vessel model means that the dimension of
vectors, like concentration, are being set by a pa.
¡ameüer. The reactor vessel can be reused in a
ncw application with another number of chemi-
cal components by changing this parameter.

.4.n important method of pa^rameterization is
to decompose the reactor vessel model into one
vessel machine model and one chemical medium
model, a medjum and machine decompositíon.
The machine model contains the main behaviour
description (balance equations) and machine pa.
rameters (area). The medium model contains
the medium behaviour (reaction velociiy) and
medium parameters (reaction heat a¡rd density).

Figure 6. A rncdium a¡rd nachinc dccom-
poacd rcactor vcsscl modcl.

The reactor vessel model can be decomposed
into two submodels, which are connected to each
other, which is seen in Figure 6. This can be
seen as a parameterization of the reactor vessel.
.A,nother reactor vessel model can be created
through inheritance of the attributes from the

old one. The medium model can be change by
overwriting the medium model definition.

A Modelling Methodology

A modelling methodology can use decomposi-
tion, parameüerization and inheritance to cre-
ate process models that are generic and easy to
reuse.

Decomposition of process models into smal-
lare submodels is important for ¿bstraction of
the modelling problern" Different decomposition
methods a¡e process structure decomposition
into process objects, see Figure 3, transport phe-
nomenon decomposition, like in the tank reactor
model in Figure 4, or the medium and machine
decomposition seen in Figure 6. The resulting
submodels are often basic descriptions of funda.
mental behaviours.

Inhe¡itance can be used as a model type
concept and support reuse of similar models and
model components. Also by overwriting inherited
att¡ibutes can models be modified in order ùo
create new models.

Parameterizaüion of models should be made
to suit the user and facilitate reused. Chang-
ing a parameter of a reused model is done by
overwriting the inherited parameter value with a
new value. The definition of a submodel can be
changed in a similar way by overwriting the old
submodel definition. One important application
of this is the overwriting of media model defini-
tions.

Decomposition and parameterization meth-
ods and the use of inherita¡rce and discussed in
Nilsson (1989).

4. A Controlled Chemical Process

\Me have seen how one can use an object-oriented
approach to the modelling of the tank reactor
process. \üe are now focusing on the conttol
system description.

The Controlled Tank Reactor

The control system for ühe tank reactor procer¡s
can be described in a similar way. The reactor
has one strucüured terminal describing the con-
trol signal ofthe two valves. It has also one struc-
tured terminal describing the three sensors: level,
temperature and outflow. A model of the con-
trol system is connect,ed to the reactor system
through the control signal terminal and the sen-
sor measurement terminal. This is seen in Figure
7. The control system is a composite model wit,h

A
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ReactorSystem

ReactorPart

MlxParl

PROCESSl

Figure 7.
te¡n-

The tank rcactor with control aye-

an internal strucüure of submodels that repre-
sents the differenü controllers.

The first control system design is based on
two PlD-controllers, which is seen in Figure 6.
One controller (ffor) uses the inflow valve to
control the reacüor level. The outflow mear¡ure-
ment ie used for feed forward control of the level.
The other PID (PID2) controls the reactor tem-
perature through the cooling medium valve.

Modiffcation of the Control System

A modification of the control system is easy
to do. A second control system design can be
a MlMo-controller based on a LQG-design on
state-space forrn The state feedback and ob.
server submodels are subclasses of generic classes
with a parameterization that facilitates reuse. In
this case these a¡e specialized to capture a system
with three inputs a¡rd two outputs. In an envi-
ronment with tools for symbolic and numeric ma.
nipulations ïve can first symbolically linerize the
model into a linear model and then use the nu-
merical tool to calculate a LQG-controller, which
automatically create a controller like the one in
Figure 8.

Flgure t. Â rtatc-rpace ba¡cd MIMO control
lystem.

This MIMO controller can now be used in
the reactor part model. In a reactor part model
the old definition of the control system ca¡r be
overwritten by the definition of the new one. The
new control system model must have terminal
with the same internal structure as the old one.

Figure 0. À chcmical plant model th¿t rcu¡e
thc rcactor proccsc part model.

Plant Models

The resulting composite model, Reactorpart,
can be reused in its turn in a chemical process
plant model. One example is the Processl shown
in Figure 9. It is now possible to study the the
control system on a complete plant model. If we
have models for other parts of the process then it
is easy to connect them together to create a plant
model. A study of the new control system design
can now be done based on realistic disturbances
from the surrounding equipment.

Multiple Presentations

Large processes with control systems can be seen
in a number of different ways. One way is the
process oriented yiew where the controllers are
disùributed all over the process in order to fit
the process structure description. Another way is
the conú¡ol system oriented block diagram view
where t,he feedback loop are the most important.
A third view is computer ofiented where the
hardware and software are in focus. All these
views are diflerent presentations of the same
model representations. It should be possible to
have different presentations of ühe same object.

Flgure 1O. Two difrcrcnt prcrcntationr of a
controlled chcmical proccr!. Left: a p¡occs!
oricntcd vicw. B.ight: a control ayetem orientcd
vicw.

User interfacee for simulation also needs
multiple preeentatione. A conùrol engineer and
a process operator need different interfaces. It
is important to have interfaces that are natural
and convenient for the user. The user interface
presentations does not have to have the same
structure as the model representation.

5
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5. Conclusions

Model reuse, development, refinement and main-
tenance are facilitated through the concepts
of modularization, decomposition, parameteriza.
tion and inheritance.

Model Reuse

The strong modularization concept with encap.
sulated submodels with terminals supports easy
and safe reuse of models. Decomposition of mod-
els into submodels makes it possible to reuse
the structure and change the submodels in the
structure. Advanced parameterization of models
can increase the reusability of models. Inheri-
tance means that ühe model objecü description
can be digtributed in a tree of super-classes and
ca¡ therefore be reused.

Model Development

Model development is facilitated in three ways.
One is the possibility to reuse submodels from
model libraries. Predefined submodels can be
reused in new composite models describing new
applications. This ia possible due to ühe strong
modularization. One example is to use common
process equipments, like pumps, valves etc., to
create a complex process.

The possibility to decompose a process
model in a multiple level description facilitate
development of complex systema. The model de-
veloper canr chose the amount of abstraction on
each level.

Another way to facilitate model develop
ment is to use the inheritance and specialize pre-
defined objects to describe new models in new
applications. This way to develop models is of
major importance and has a great potential. This
is shown in the tank reactor example.

Model Reff.nement and Maintenance

To adapt and to modify model behaviour to real
plant data requires methods for model refine-
ment and long term use of process models re-
quires possibilities to change, reuse and refine
models. A model class can have multiple real-
izations and this can be used to refine the be-
haviour of models. A model can first get a simple
behaviour description. It can then easily be re-
fined by getting an additional behaviour descrip-
tion. The behaviour descriptions can be static,
dynamic, simple, complex, linear or nonlinear.
The user can choose a desired realization depend-
ing on the application. Modeì maintenance also
requires readable and easierly changeable mod-
els, which a¡e facilitated by decomposition into
small objecüs and by inhe¡itance.
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